Accelerate digital
transformation
through DevOps
<Partner Logo>

Companies are digitally reinventing their business

Challenges

Ideal Solution

Desired Outcomes

Current project methodologies and on premise
IT infrastructure does not allow the speed and
scale that the business needs.

An agile project methodology supported by a
multi-competent team using automated build &
release management (CI/CD) on a scalable
cloud platform.

Out of the box functionality available on public
clouds enables faster time-to-market. The
steering wheel of these platforms is a multicompetent team applying DevOps in an agile
way.

The waterfall project methodology has a large
lead time between business request and
delivery without close feedback loops &
intermediate moments for the business to
adjust.

An agile project methodology allows closer
feedback loops with the business. Automation
& scalability ensure more time is to be spend on
business value.

Companies succeeding in this approach outpace
their competitors. Dozens of industry examples
show that digital dinosaurs loose competition
for small disruptive technology-driven
companies.
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It’s not the big fish who will eat the small fish, it’s the fast fish who will eat the slow ones.

Faster time-to-market

Standardized way of
working

• Agile methodology results in
closer loop between service
transition & service design

• Plug & play build & release
processes within the DevOps
toolset

• CI/CD: automated build &
release management processes

• Reusable components through
Infrastructure-as-Code (IaC)
principles

• Infrastructure-as-Code (IaC)
principles

• Sharing of development
artifacts

Future-proof IT
Organization
• Introduction of new project
methodologies
• Defined roles & responsibilities
• Skill matrix
• Definition of multi-competent
teams

Thanks to our agile way of working between business & IT and our application development platform composed out of Microsoft Azure & Azure
DevOps, we’ve succeeded to streamline incoming project requests and handle them from request to production releases in a standardized way.
This results in faster & more qualitative value for our business.
- Customer quote
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+ Microsoft Azure DevOps
While Microsoft focusses on Azure DevOps as a user-friendly technology with an open source character offered in an operation less
SaaS format, delaware focusses on process & people. Tackling the three pillars within DevOps is the true strength of the partnership
offered within this solution.

Solution Alignment
delaware + Microsoft Azure DevOps
deliver Fast Time-to-Market

delaware + Microsoft Azure DevOps
ensure transparency in developer teams

delaware + Microsoft Azure DevOps
ensure enterprise-grade security

Developers love Azure DevOps to collaborate
efficiently in a user-friendly way using the
toolsets they prefer.

Azure Boards enables transparency in the
features committed by the development team
for the current sprint.

Shifting security left by implementing
DevSecOps within Azure Pipelines ensures 3th
party artifacts & code written by development
teams goes through security analysis before its
exposed.

